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anything goes wrong there is a woman at the bottom of it; find
her, and all will be explained. Cui bono? means, as we said,
'Who benefited ?'. It is a Roman lawyer's maxim, who held that
when you were at a loss to tell where the responsibility for a
crime lay, your best chance was to inquire who had reaped the
benefit of it. It has been worth while to devote a few lines to
this phrase, because nothing could better show at once what is
worth transplanting into English, and what dangers await any
one who uses Latin or French merely because he has a taste for
ornament. In the following quotation the meaning, though
most obscurely expressed, is probably correct; and cui bono?
stands for: 'Where can the story have come from? why, who will
profit by a misunderstanding between Italy and France ? Ger-
many, of course; so doubtless Germany invented the story*.
Cui bono? is quite capable of implying all that; but a merciful
writer will give his readers a little more help:
(Berlin) The news which awakens the most hopeful interest is the
story of a concession to a Franco-Belgian syndicate in the harbour of
Tripoli. There is a manifest desire that the statement should be con-
firmed and that it should have the effect of exciting the Italian people
and alienating them from France. Cui bono?—Times.
6. It now only remains to add that there are French words
good in some contexts, and not in others. Regime is good in the
combination ancien regime, because that is the briefest way of
alluding to the state of things in France before the Revolution.
Further, its use in the first of the appended passages is appro-
priate enough, because there is an undoubted parallel between
Russia now and France then. But in the second, administration
ought to be the word:
Throwing a flood of light upon the proceedings of the existing
regime in Russia.—Times.
He said that the goodwill and friendship of the Milner regime had
resulted in the effective co-operation of the two countries.—Times.
The word employe is often a long, ugly, and unnatural sub-
stitute for men, workmen, or hands, one of which should have
been used in the first two of the passages below. But it has a

